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PROPOSAL TO WINE AUSTRALIA 

Prepared by: Jennifer Lynch, General Manager MVGWTA 
Date:  18th December 2016  

BACKGROUND NOTES 
Following discussions with various Regional Associations currently implementing the SAW Program locally and 
Program Users (growers) across numerous regions, it is evident that there is significant and genuine demand for 
the implementation of a mandatory and national, true sustainability program. This demand also includes the 
development of a sustainability Trustmark for wine packaging to provide realised value (financial and perception) 
to individual business (growers and wine brands), regions, as well as the domestic and international marketplace 
for Australian wine. 

AUSTRALIA IS RUNNING BEHIND THE PACK, NOT LEADING 
Compulsory and optional sustainable grape growing and/or wine programs exist in all major New World wine 
producing countries except Australia. 

 South Africa: Sustainable Wine South Africa
***produces approx. 1.6 million tonnes versus Australia’s 1.8 million tonnes 

 New Zealand: Sustainable Winegrowing New Zealand
 California: California Sustainable Winegrowing Alliance

***produces 3.8 million tonnes versus Australia’s 1.8 million tonnes 
 Oregon: various sustainability accreditations (click here)

FEEDBACK FROM SAW PROGRAM USERS: 
The Australian wine industry wants and needs a full ‘end to end’, true sustainability program. 

Since the SAW Program’s inception and uptake, ALL regions have questioned the development of the Program’s 
extension through ‘the winery’ and the development of a sustainability Trustmark: 

 McLaren Vale and Barossa – two of Australia’s most valuable regions
 Adelaide Hills, Clare Valley, Langhorne Creek
 Granite Belt, Queensland
 Tasmania; whole State
 Western Australia; whole State

Please see below for direct feedback from SAW Program Users who recently joined in the SAW Program in 
McLaren Vale: 
FABAL Wine Group:  

 The program is viticulture centric. Especially when compared with the other 2 options to achieve Entwine
status

 Once all of the static data has been entered it is easily implemented
 The benchmarking reports gives us a bit of a reality check
 The prompts to progress through to better practices gives our managers something to aim for as well as

some education.

Peter Matthews: 
 Requires Entwine accreditation and does not like the Freshcare program
 SAW program is much easier to use and better.

Boar’s Rock: 
Predominately our motivation has been to use the sustainability branding for our products. 

http://www.oregonwines.com/sustainable-wineries.php


Second to that we want to be as environmentally friendly as possible, and forge a sustainable path. The reason 
why this aspect hasn’t been our number one motivator is because prior to adopting SAW we already incorporated 
a relatively sustainable methodology anyway.  

We understand that the program and reputation has to pick up momentum before picking the more ‘sustainable 
option’ is reflected in the market, but we definitely think that there is more that can be done to market this initiative 
to consumers rather than just within the wine industry. Additionally, could we be so bold as to suggest a new logo 
to be used on bottled products? The SAW logo is a great corporate logo and is attractive in that sense, but we 
believe that if it is to have real value on the shelf and to appeal to the untrained eye of the SAW initiative then it 
needs to be more indicative of being environmentally driven. Maybe a small shiny green leaf that can be perched 
on the top left hand side of the label with gold writing, just an idea anyway.  

Thanks so much for everything this year, we have loved being a part of SAW! 

Please see below for direct feedback from SAW Program Users who recently dropped-out of the SAW Program 
in McLaren Vale: 
Taborco:  

 Found it a lot of work and onerous deadlines for not much benefit in terms of support and increased sales
 They liked the idea of a logo to put on wine bottles but that doesn’t seem to be happening
 Communication tools for growers to talk to wine buyers and customers about the program would be of

benefit
 They are all for sustainability but unless it is recognised by the wine buyers there is no point.

Brash Higgins: 
 Have been a member of SAW for last 4 years
 Have now received organic certification so believe they have gone beyond what SAW can offer.

The Australian wine industry wants and needs a full ‘end to end’, true sustainability program, as well as the 
development of a sustainability Trustmark. 

SAW PROGRAM’S VALUE – DEMONSTRATED RETURN ON INVESTMENT: 
Project funding received to date (provided through PIRSA): 
2010:  Development Funding: $40,000 
2015:  Project 250 Funding: $10,000 
2016:  Chapter Review: $40,000 

Plug-In Developments:  $8,000 
Governance:  $10,000 
TOTAL:       $108,000 

For a $108,000 (cash) investment, SAW’s demonstrated return on investment is EXCEPTIONAL; 
 1 in every 2 grape growing businesses in McLaren Vale
 SAW accounted for 60% of McLaren Vale’s crush in 2016 = $39m of 2016 crush
 SAW Program is likely to account for $100m of the 2016 vintage crush value for South Australia;

BV, CV, AH, MV and LC combined (conservative estimates); examples of Program users outside of MV:
o Torbreck
o FABAL Wine Group
o Shaw + Smith

 Benefits of Program are not limited to one year; it provides on-going, continuous improvement and has
potential to return the wine grape industry in Australia to profitability as well as improve on-farm practices
that exceed current international standards of viticulture and grape growing

 150 data capture points has ability to impact Research and Development (local, state and national);
industry development programs at local level are tailored/targeted to improve performance as identified
through Program results – full-cycle as impact industry development investment can be measured in
following year

PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT – CURRENT:  
The following are all currently in action and will be complete by MAY17: 
OPERATIONAL UPDATES: 

i. Review of all Chapter and Spray Diary content to ensure Program captures scientifically-proven
and commercially feasibly best-practice in 2017



ii. Development of Spray Diary plug-in (upload and download function) with the three major spray
diary programs used in Australian viticulture (Grapeweb, Grapelink plus Growdata)

iii. Development of Entwine Australia plug-in (upload and download function) to remove
duplication of data handling by Program Users who are members of Entwine Australia

GOVERNANCE: 
 Development of Independent SAW Company is currently underway (Constitution)

ACCREDITATION: 
 Once Program Updates are finalised (end May 2017), Program will undergo re-accreditation assessment

to Entwine Australia

PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT – FUTURE REQUIREMENTS: 
SAW has achieved remarkable penetration within the McLaren Vale grape growers (circa 65% of growers) and 
dispersion across other wine regions (Langhorne Creek, Barossa Valley, Clare Valley, Adelaide Hills, Granite Belt) 
with likely deployment in Tasmania and three other SA wine regions through the FABAL Wine Group. The SA 
State Government (through PIRSA) has funded the review of each of the Chapters and Spray Diary to ensure the 
Program remains at global best practice. MVGWTA has funded the development of practical upgrades for Program 
Users in addition to the development and implementation of a suitable Permanent Management Structure (SAW 
Company). 

SAW is the most beneficial program available to grape growers to improve their practices (both environmentally 
and economically), however the (opportunity) value of the Program is compromised by limited resources. SAW is 
currently an immature ‘product’ limited in both production penetration (less than 10% of total Australian crush) and 
the production process (limited to grape growing and not extending beyond the farm gate into wineries and bottling 
lines). These limitations have also impacted the Program’s even broader value to the industry – Trustmark 
development. 

FUNDING PROPOSAL: 
Wine Australia to provide funding of up to $1 million over three years to enable development and extension of 
SAW Program into ‘winery’ (production process) to close the ‘vineyard to glass’ production loop and to complete 
the delivery of Australia’s true grape and wine sustainability Program, including the implementation of a Trustmark 
for Program Users.  

Funding required: FY16/17 $200,000 
FY17/18 $500,000  
FY18/19 $500,000 
TOTAL = $1,200,000 just 2.4% of $50m fund 

SAW has a proven track record in major Australian wine grape growing regions; funding will also enable: 
 A dedicated resource to coordinate the reach and penetration in Australia
 Engage and assist other Australian wine regions in deploying SAW
 Secure funding from other regions, State and Federal Governments and peak industry bodies (as

appropriate)
 Further development of governance structure for the ongoing management and enhancement of SAW
 Coordinate the transition of SAW to an appropriate body (ideally, Wine Australia) from the SAW Company.

TRANSITION FROM SAW COMPANY TO WINE AUSTRALIA: 
The AWRI is a research body; MVGWTA is a regional body – neither are fit-for-purpose in terms of implementing 
a true sustainability program on a national scale. 

Implementing a SAW Company is currently necessary, however, given the number of existing national, state, 
regional and industry bodies – achieving meaningful progress in the long-term may be limited due to industry 
requests for consolidation, not duplication/dilution. 

Wine Australia is the only discernible peak national body which has the existing capacity and capability to ensure 
the SAW Program’s multi-faceted benefits continue to be realised for the benefit of the Australian wine industry. 

 ‘Vineyard to glass’ traceability
 Further Trustmark development and governance
 Marketing and communications
 Research, development and extension (full circle)
 Phased introduction of enforced participation



Management of the Program by Wine Australia also aligns with the Department of Agriculture and Water 
Resources’ objectives to improve the productivity, competitiveness and sustainability of Australian agricultural 
production and water resource management. 

A national sustainability program requires the peak national body to ENFORCE a sustainability program, 
not just endorse. 

This opportunity has realistic potential to improve the value of the Australian wine industry for both growers, 
wineries and regions, positively change the perception (value) of Australian wine domestically and abroad, as well 
as ensure the long-term health and dynamism of our industry for future generations across all tiers of business. 



SAW PROGRAM BENEFITS: 
FINANCIAL: 

 Benefits of this program are not limited to one year; it provides on-going, continuous improvement and
has potential to return the wine grape industry in Australia to profitability as well as improve on-farm
practices that exceed current international standards of viticulture and grapegrowing

 The data capture and benchmarking reports highlight gaps in the regions knowledge and opportunities
for improvement.  This allows for highly targeted allocation of funding for training, workshops and
seminars and also provides the framework for assessing the effects of the training.  This provides benefit
to the individual, the region, the state and the wine industry as a whole.

RESEARCH, DEVELOPMENT AND EXTENSION: 
 High level data capture (150 data capture points) could provide full circle of information to research and

development bodies – identifies what improvements are required in each region, research projects can
be developed and tailored for each region, outcomes can be developed into regional programs,
programs can be trialled and/or fully adopted, the effectiveness of the program can be measured

COMMUNICATION AND PROMOTION: 
 Data provides region with the ability to promote its on-farm practices and sustainability credentials with

hard, on-going evidence
 Enhances conversation regarding region, produce; not necessarily a lead pillar communication
 No issue in use of data/IP in promotion and communication of Program and/or McLaren Vale (for

example) as any data and/or statements regarding on-farm practices are supported through the use of
the regional benchmarks (aggregated and anonymous)

MODELLING: 
 Overall benchmarks for wine prices, farming systems, land use and sustainability indicators (water,

electricity, fuel, fertilisers)
 Data collection includes area under vine, varieties in detail and blocks GPS located
 Potential to enable yield estimation modelling; wine industry is a full, end-to-end chain of production

BIOSECURITY: 
 Data provides insight in to uptake of biosecurity practices at an on the ground level
 Enables direct communication with region (and industry) regarding biosecurity best-practice and how to

implement
 Highlights gaps in individual and regional practices that may lead to a higher risk in biosecurity threats

VALUE ADDS: 
TO GROWER AND/OR COMPANY: 

 Ability to compare their practices with industry best-practice and region’s practices; track improvements
(triple bottom line: environmental, social, economic)

 Continuous improvement; growers have access to current research to best-practice guidelines –
provides a uniform roadmap for growers who want to improve their viticultural and sustainable practices

 Reports are automatically created by the system
 Results of every member provided at an individual level and regional benchmark and against identified

best practice
 All Chapters and subject areas are hyperlinked to additional educational information – helping the route

to understanding best practice
 Enables fast alignment with organisational strategy and goals across own and supplier vineyards
 Be part of a group of growers that are actively searching for more efficient and effective ways to grow

grapes to specification
 Contribute to the sustainable image of their region

TO INDUSTRY: 
All benefits as detailed above, PLUS: 

 Ability to improve vineyard sustainability (economic, social and environmental)



 Needs-based viticultural extension: identifies areas where growers need the most support and enables
efficient extension resource allocation

CASE STUDIES: 
REGIONAL: MCLAREN VALE 

GROWER: D’ARENBERG 



GENERAL UPDATE TO REGIONAL ASSOCIATIONS 

Prepared by: Jennifer Lynch, General Manager MVGWTA 
Date:  7th October 2016 

Background Notes: 
Following a discussion with one of the Regional Associations currently using the SAW Program, it became apparent 
that a brief written update regarding the Program’s on-going development would be beneficial for all Regional 
Association and users of the SAW Program. 

The following report will address: 

1. OPERATIONAL UPDATES
• Chapter Review
• Spray Diary Upload Plug-in
• Entwine Australia Upload Plug-In

2. GOVERNANCE STRUCTURE DEVELOPMENT
• Status and Timeframe
• Update and Process

3. ACCREDITATION TO ENTWINE AUSTRALIA
• Status and Timeframe
• Update and Process

Status: In Progress 
Completion: 30th May 2017 
Funding: $40,000 grant funding from PIRSA 

Review of all seven Chapter and Spray Diary content to ensure Program captures scientifically-proven and 
commercially feasibly best-practice in 2016/2017; the Program’s content has not been reviewed since 2011. 

 Updated content (i.e. Chapter and Spray Diary questions, answers and reference documents) will be
consistent/relevant/applicable to ALL REGIONS;

 MVGWTA has developed a Review Process which identifies sound purpose, criteria and a systematic process
for the review of all content through a hierarchy and order; six (6) review points in total for each Chapter and
Spray Diary;

 MVGWTA has researched and appointment of recognised and qualified industry experts in related field (Chapter
or Spray Diary);

 MVGWTA will continue to keep Regional Associations abreast of developments.

Status: In Progress 
Completion: January 2017 
Funding: MVGWTA funding development; likely that Regional Associations using the SAW Program will need to 

pay a small, one-off fee for Plug-In to be installed if using an independent copy of the Program 

Development of Spray Diary Upload plug-in (upload function) with the three major spray diary programs used 
in Australian viticulture (Grapeweb and Grapelink; already compatible with GrowData) will enable SAW Program 
Members to upload data directly, and will assist Program Members by eliminating double or triple 
handling/input of spray diary data. 

 MVGWTA and SAW Program Developer (Cary Dreelan) have been in contact with both Grapeweb and
Grapelink regarding requirements to ensure accurate data capture and equivalent parameters;

 MVGWTA will continue to keep Regional Associations abreast of developments.



Status: In Progress 
Completion: January 2017 
Funding: MVGWTA to fund development; likely that Regional Associations using the SAW Program will need to 

pay a small, one-off fee for Plug-In to be installed if using an independent copy of the Program 

Development of Entwine Australia Upload plug-in (upload function) will enable SAW Program Members to 
upload data directly, and will assist Program Members by eliminating double or triple handling/input of data. 

 MVGWTA has met with Dr Mardi Longbottom to discuss the development of an upload function which is
managed by the SAW Member (not Regional Association) through a tick box;

 MVGWTA will continue to keep Regional Associations abreast of developments.

Status: In Progress 
Completion: January 2017 
Funding: MVGWTA funding development 

Development of an independent SAW Association (“Permanent Management Structure”) to ensure that the 
Program continues to remains valuable and relevant to growers, as well as continues to support sustainability 
in wine grape growing at an individual, regional, state and national level.   

As identified in Clause 5 of the MOU, in order to ensure the continuous improvement of the SAW Program and that the 
SAW Program remains valuable and relevant to growers, it is the intention of the parties that as the SAW Program has 
been adopted in at least three (3) or more Regions, the Regional Associations and/or Grower Group administering the 
SAW Program will actively collaborate, communicate and exchange ideas through the active participation and 
membership of a Permanent Management Structure.  

 Program is in use in Clare Valley, Barossa, Adelaide Hills, McLaren Vale and Langhorne Creek, as well as
Granite Belt (Queensland);

 MVGWTA met with three potential providers to discuss development of appropriate governance structure;
 Three proposals and quotes were received and reviewed by the Deputy Chair and General Manager plus

Grower Engagement & Development Officer;
 Bentleys SA have been appointed as the provider for the development of an independent SAW Association;
 The initial governance structure will be developed with consideration towards the following parameters (NOT

EXHAUSTIVE):
o Entity-type:

 Company Limited by Guarantee, or Incorporated Association,
o Composition and Representation:

 One (1) representative per regional association and/or grower group using SAW Program;
maximum of six (6) Regional Association and/or Grower Group representatives,

 One (1) independent Chair,
 One (1) independent Director,
 Eight (8) Directors in total

o Intellectual Property:
 The SAW Program (source code and content) will be the Intellectual Property of the SAW

Governance Structure,
o Funding:

 To be determined as ‘first order of business’;
 The first draft of the SAW Association Constitution will be finalised mid-October; MVGWTA will circulate to all

Regional Associations for review and input (anticipating two rounds of consultation with Regional Associations);
 The SAW Association will be responsible for determining content and source code enhancements, SAW

Program management, including but not limited to marketing, communication, user management and support;
 MVGWTA will continue to keep Regional Associations abreast of developments.

Status: In Progress 
Completion: 1st June 2017 
Funding: TBA 

Once all Operational Updates are finalised (as above; end May 2017), the Program will undergo assessment to 
ensure its on-going accreditation Entwine Australia as per all programs accredited to Entwine Australia. 



 MVGWTA has met with Dr Mardi Longbottom on a number of occasions to discuss SAW’s on-going
accreditation to Entwine Australia;

 Discussions are productive and on-going; points for consideration which have been highlighted during
discussions:

o What level of SAW score (i.e. 1 – 4) will receive Entwine Australia accreditation (for example, ‘should a
Level 1 Member be eligible for Entwine Australia?’);

o Auditing processes and standards for all Regional Associations / Program Users
o Accreditation to apply to all Regional Associations (independent copies of Program)

 Presently, SAW will continue to be recognised as an accredited program to Entwine Australia until
accreditation review is complete (June 2017)

 MVGWTA will continue to keep Regional Associations abreast of developments.




